
Insider tips for getting expression from your horse in the halter arena.
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Halter Horse
Expression!



E
By Kathy Smallwood with Christine Hamilton

Express
Yourself!

“ ‘EXPRESSION’ IS NOT JUST ABOUT GETTING A GOOD EAR SET,”
says AQHA Professional Horseman Kathy Smallwood of Pilot
Point, Texas. “It’s the horse’s total look, just like with a person.”
Kathy has spent a lifetime raising, training and showing

American Quarter Horses in everything from showman-
ship to pleasure driving. She has led more than one home-
bred world champion halter horse through the ring.
“A good halter horse really has natural expression,” she

says, and expression can make the difference in placing in a
close halter class.
For Kathy, good expression is a horse with his ears for-

ward, his eyes alert and looking ahead, and the neck up.
“I like them to pick their heads up and move their heads

out at the same time,” she explains. “It’s up and out, a looking-
through-the-bridle-type expression.”
It’s what she calls the “wow” look, and here are her tricks

to get it.

Training at Home
I LIKE TO USE A COUPLE OF DIFFERENT WAYS OF GETTING

expression on each horse. You have to kind of test it out on
them at home and see what works best.
But don’t practice it too much! Keep your horse fresh;

that’s the only way you can keep getting expression in the
ring. If you overdo training for expression, what you end up
getting is a lack of expression.
It’s not like riding to get a correct lead, where repetition is

better. If you try to get expression too many times, the horse
gets dull.

Tools of the Trade
Peppermint
At home, give the horse a peppermint and be sure to unwrap
it right in front of him so he associates the noise of the
wrapper with getting the peppermint.
Then, when you go in the show pen, put a little bit of the

peppermint wrapping in your pocket and when you want to
get expression, take it out and crinkle it through your fingers
a little. It’ll get the horse’s ears up, because he’s looking for
that peppermint.
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a little. It’ll get the horse’s ears up, because he’s looking for
that peppermint.
When you’re done showing, and you’re about to go out of

the ring, give him the peppermint. Otherwise, he’ll lose
interest.
Make sure the horse learns he gets it only at a certain

spot. Don’t let him push on you and come looking for the
peppermint. You want him to stay out of your space.

Comb
Sometimes I use a small comb, hold it up and just run my
thumbnail down through the comb.

Lighters
I’ve used lighters before, but I try not to get a flame at the show.
Use it at home once or twice and show the horse that it has

a flame. Then, when he hears the lighter’s noise in the ring,

he’ll look for the flame. You keep your hand low in front of
his nose and make the noise, like you’re trying to light it, and
he’ll put his ears up.

Small Breath Sprays
I also use those very small breath sprays.
Come in close to your horse’s nose with your hand, give a

quick spray and quickly move your hand out. That makes
him follow your hand with his eyes. When your hand goes
out, that’s when he’ll give you that “wow!” look.
You don’t want to practice it too much, because horses get

wise to it.

Lead Shank
Some people will take a strap or the end of the lead and wave
it in front of the horse’s face. I don’t like that. A lot of times,
people will do that when they get nervous.

Some tools of the “getting expression” trade: a lighter (flicked but not
lit), a small breath spray, a plastic candy wrapper, a comb.

Mary Jane Walker uses a small breath spray to
get expression from her Smallwood-trained
mare Shes Innocent at the 2005 AQHA World
Championshiop Show.

Casey McBeath runs his thumb down the teeth of a small comb to get expression from
multiple world champion gelding Etrade at the 2005 AQHYAWorld Championship Show.
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Nine times out of 10, if you really watch, you’ll see the
horse’s ears actually go back. They don’t like that strap
waving constantly right in front of their faces.
If I’m using the lead shank to get the ears up, I take a little

bit of the end of the shank with my left hand and hold it up
and just bring it up and away from the horse. That can get him

to prick his ears and look where the lead
shank is going, following the move-
ment of your hand.
Don’t let him chew on the lead;

that’s a really bad habit. He’ll always
bite at it and grab it, and he’s not
going to hold his head still (for the
judge).

Strategy in the Ring
Some judges don’t like to see too
many of these artificial applications,
so you have to be discreet. Don’t
have a lot of different things in
your hands, just one or two.
When you’re in the ring, don’t con-

stantly try to get expression out of your
horse. Let your horse relax a little bit in
between judges. If you’re in a double-
judged show, you’re going to be in
there for quite a while with two judges.
If you constantly try to get expression,
after a while, your horse will ignore it.
Ask for expression right before you

see the judge coming to you, when you
already have the horse set up, and

GROOMING FOR EXPRESSION
How you groom a horse’s face and head makes a difference in expression. Pay attention to
your horse’s features and what makes your horse look best.

• Forelocks
With Shes Innocent, I have her forelock braided; I think that looks the best on her. She has a
gorgeous foreheadand it shows it off.With other horses, Imight have it loose. But abig, bushy
forelock looks terrible on any horse.

Somepeople put one rubberbandat the top of the forelock. If it’s a thin amount of hair, that
looks good; but if it’s too thick, it doesn’t look right.

• White Hair
I clip white hair all the way down; it helps to chisel the head out more and gives the white a
crisp look. It gives the head just that much more expression.

Don’t use baby oil on white hair, just on the dark areas. It’ll attract too much dust. If the
whole nose is black, then the whole nose gets oiled.

• Baby Oil
When I put baby oil on their eyes, I put it on a large area and then blend it in withmy fingertips.

I make sure the ears are well clipped, and then I take a little oil on a rag and put it in
the inside of the ear. Don’t use too much, or it will drip into their ears.

Youcanalwaysuse theeasiest expression-
getting tools: show pen dirt. Here AQHA
Professional Horseman Luke Castle holds
up a handful of dirt. When the judge
starts his way, he’ll slowly let it fall from
his hand in front of the horse’s nose.

A Youth World exhibitor crinkles a candy wrapper
in front of his horse’s nose. Knowing that the
sound means a treat, the horse pricks his ears.

Kathy advises against
waving the end of the lead
shank in front of the
horse’s face. She says
people often do that when
they get nervous. “Nine
times out of 10, if you
really watch,” she says,
“you’ll see the horse’s
ears actually go back.”
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In the show pen, I like my horses to be a little bit “up,” or fresh,
so that they have more expression.

If you go to a weekend show and watch the kids with the
showmanship horses, those horses often don’t have any
expression. A lot of them will have their ears back in line or
their heads too low. That’s because they’ve been drilled over
and over again.

With a halter horse, you’re being judged totally differently.
That’s why we don’t drill a halter horse. We want them a little
fresher, so they show more expression. You want them to be
a little on edge, but still respectful.

With my amateurs at the AQHAWorld Championship Show,
I take a horse into the arena before a class to get them used
to being in there, because it’s important for them to have hors-
es that are quiet. Sometimes I’ll even longe an amateur horse
before a class.

But for me, most of the time, I’d rather the horse go in fresh,
because I want that extra expression, and I can handle the
edge because I’m used to the horse. And if you’ve worked on
their manners at home, when they’re fresh at a show, they’ll
remember that.

But at the same time, you have to have their respect. If you
don’t have their respect, they’re not going to give you any
expression. If they can just run all over you, you’re not going
to get a horse with expression.

They need to know that if they do something wrong, that’s
not right. The horse doesn’t need to be afraid of you, but
respectful, and there is a difference.

Babies
If I’m showing a baby, sometimes I won’t take him into the
arena before the class to get him used to it, depending on the
individual.

I’ve found that a lot of times the first time you walk him into
a pen, he is much better behaved and almost trust in you
more. I’ve found that a baby will respond to me almost better
the very first time I show it, because he is looking to me for
reassurance.

Whereas, the next time he goes in, his confidence is up, and
he’s thinking, “I’m not going to pay any attention to you any
more, because there are more fun things to be doing!”

head to look where the judge is; watch for him out of the
corner of your eye.
When he’s just about finished with the horse right in front

of you, that’s when you ask your horse. When you want that
final look, with the ears up and the eyes bright, that’s when
you use the wrapper or the spray or whatever.
When I go to ask for expression, if I’m on the horse’s left

side, I hold the lead in my right hand and put everything
else, the wrapper or comb, in my left hand.
You don’t have to try anything at first. If you just hold your

left hand out, the horse will look for what you’ve played with
at home.

If she uses a plastic candywrapperwhile showing,
Kathy is sure to give horses the candy as they
leave the pen, otherwise, she’ll quit looking for it
when she hears the wrapper’s sound.

Kathy doesn’t immediately use her expression-getting tools
when she’s showing. “If you just hold your left hand out, the
horse will look for what you’ve played with at home,” she says.

The sound of your thumbnail running down the
teeth of a comb can get your horse’s ears up.

When Kathy uses the breath spray, she gives one
quick spray with her hand low, several inches from
Shes Innocent’s nose, and then moves her hand up
and out so the mare follows her hand with her eyes.
shedoesn’t actually spray it every time so it continues
to be a little “surprise” for the mare.

EXPRESSION
AND EDGE
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